
Introducing Intuitive DX - a new dashboard
suite that leverages the power of 
PaperCut MF data
 

Intelligent solutions from leading industry

experts Intuitive and ecoprintQ. 

Visualise the data in your PaperCut MF

print management systems. 

Provide added value to your customer and

enable digital transformation

What does Intuitive DX include?

1. A new set of dashboards 

2. Designed for resellers to deliver additional value 

to their customers 

3. Easy to highlight opportunities for digital

transformation 

4. Free of charge for engaged partners and

Advanced Resellers 

A PARTNERSHIP FOR BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

Introducing Intuitive DX
from print to digital

With print volumes down and hybrid working here 
to stay,print resellers need to grow new revenue 
streams.But how do you bridge the gap between 
your current portfolio and new products such as 
ECM, workflow, and process automation? 

Intuitive DX could be the answer!
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Use Intuitive DX to:

Contact Us Today:

Jodi.Lindner@ecoprintq.com

            @IntuitiveBI

Intuitive Business Intelligence

Want to know more?

Simply download the Data Discovery XML, and add to
the Intuitive server. 
Grant user access these dashboards 
Start working with your customers to analyse the data 

Existing installation of Intuitive for PaperCut MF
(V3.0 onwards). 
Intuitive for PaperCut MF fully set up 
Ideally you will have at least 3-12 months of data.

Give an overview of the top departments’ print / scan / copy volumes over the last 12 months

See detailed document usage breakdown of all activities over the last 90 days. 

Drill into the document usage component to show the jobs performed on that given day. 

Drill into a single department to show a filtered view on the 90-Day Analysis dashboard. 

See our “Cost Score” metric that helps to identify notable departments for investigation. 

Intuitive DX is an additional suite of pre-built dashboards that help identify hidden user printing 
behaviours and shed light on these operational processes. use the information contained within your 
customer's print data to highlight opportunities for digital transformation.

Intuitive DX includes:
1.Four pre-built dashboards that use existing Intuitive for PaperCut data 
2.New ways of navigating through print data, with more powerful and deeper analysis of user
behaviour to allow you to spot opportunities for digital transformation
3.Consistent Look and feel – uses Intuitive’s familiar dashboard styling 

4 pre-configured dashboards 

Designed for resellers to deliver

additional value to their customers

Easy to highlight opportunities for

digital transformation
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Getting Started

Pre-requisites 

How to deploy 
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